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We   are   writing   to   propose   an   ‘Actualisation’   presentation   for   the   ‘Symposium   on   Artistic   
Research   2020   –   Working   Together.’   

  
 _Wiliče_   is   a   collaboration   between   artists   Barbara   Knežević   and   Alice   Rekab.   We   are   two   
artists   who   have   developed   a   collaborative   practice   that   examines   our   independent   
subjectivities   and   cultural   identities.   Wiliče   takes   our   own   subjectivities   and   pushes   them   
diffractively   through   each   other’s   haptic,   aesthetic   and   intellectual   sensibilities.    

  
_Wiliče_   developed   through   a   correspondence   practice   of   drawings,   conversation   and   
research   exploring   our   ancestors,   fragments,   and   monuments.   Through   our   work   together   
we   share   experiences   of   our   respective   migrant   heritage   and   its   impact   on   our   perspectives   
as   artists.   Barbara   Knezevic   was   born   in   Australia   to   post   World   War   II   immigrant   Polish   and   
Yugoslav   families,   and   is   now   living   and   working   in   Ireland.   Alice   Rekab   is   of   mixed   Irish,   
Syrian   and   Sierra   Leonean   descent,   the   name   Rekab   is   an   Anglicisation   of   Al   Rikabi   (  ا������).    

  
For   this   Actualisation   presentation   at   Symposium   on   Artistic   Research   2020   –   Working   
Together’   _Wiliče_   will   ask,   how   can   the   practice   of   an   artistic   collaboration   speak   differently   
to   difference?   What   differences   does   this   collaborative   practice   reveal,   what   commonalities,   
understandings,   misunderstandings   and   moments   of   rupture   can   this   artistic,   collaborative   
process   of   ‘making-with’   (Haraway   2016,   129)   provide   in   terms   of   speaking   to   cultural   
identity,   race,   class,   sex   and   gender?   Can   collaborative   artistic   practices   provide   a   model   for   
speaking   to   cultural   identity,   race,   class,   sex   and   gender   in   a   more   plural,   gentle   and   ethical   
way?   Is   this   form   of   practicing   a   less   didactic   mode   that   allows   for   porous,   generous   
exchanges,   and   that   challenges   the   myths   of   single   authorship   and   white   patriarchal   
positions   that   has   historically   made   claims   and   prioritized   ideas   of   individual   genius,   binary   
positions   and   notions   of   truth?   

  
This   presentation   will   take   the   form   of   a   performative   lecture   that   accompanies,   interrupts,   
disrupts   and   assists   a   collaborative   video/digital   image   work,   lasting   approximately   25   
minutes.   This   work   will   be   presented   as   an   online   performative   lecture   with   a   web-based   
screening   of   the   video   work.   The   performative   lecture   will   stream   over   a   web   based   
screening   of   our   video   work,   this   will   also   be   available   to   view   before   and   after   the   lecture,   
hosted   on   our   own   URL.   

  
As   unreliable   narrators   of   multiple   origins   it   is   from   this   starting   point   that   we   propose   a   
sequence   of   our   collaborative   images   and   a   performative   lecture.   Fitting   somewhere   in  
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between   a   script,   a   catharsis,   and   a   history   lesson,   this   conversation,   like   the   images   
presented   in   our   portfolio,   will   take   its   origins   from   imaginary   topographies,   partisan   
monuments,   ancient   fragments   of   domestic   life   and   Irish,   Syrian,   Serbian,   Croatian   and   West   
African   folktales   (   real   or   fabricated).   Wiliče    is   interested   in   the   creative   interpretation   of   
provenance,   tradition,   and   the   other   stories   we   tell   ourselves   about   who   we   are,   where   we   
come   from   and   where   we   are   going.   

  
This   collaborative   practice   aims   to   make   a   space   for   things   and   people   that   fall   in-between.   
Neither   one   thing   or   another   these   things   are   always   forced   to   explain   their   existence   in   a  
binary   language   of   absolutes.   The   isolation   of   difference   and   the   solidarity   possible   through   
its   exploration   and   consolidation   is   at   the   heart   of   this   ‘Actualisation’   collaboration   and   the   
performative   conversation   we   propose.   

  
  

Previous   Collaborative   Work   as   _Wiliče_   :   
  
  
  



__Wiliče__   1/2020     
〰  ♾Malleable   matriarch♾ 〰     

  
(   .gif   image   viewable   at    https://www.instagram.com/__wilice__/    )     
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__Wiliče__   2/2020     
〰     Soft   stone   smearing   〰       



  
  

  
__Wiliče__   3/2020     

  
~   A   topography   of   ancestors   bread   fragments   •   monument   to   partisan   sacrifice   ~   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Examples   of   Previous   Individual   Work   +   Artist   Statements:   
  



Alice   Rekab   
  

Alice   Rekab   is   a   visual   artist   based   in   Dublin.   Their   practice   is   concerned   with   expressions   
and   iterations   of   complex   cultural   and   personal   narratives.   They   take   their   own   mixed-race   
Irish   identity   as   a   starting   point   from   which   to   explore   the   idea   of   the   body,   the   family   and   
the   nation   as   reflections   of   one   another.   They   develop   these   ideas   through   material   
investigations   and   renditions   of   family,   its   bodies,   and   the   spaces   they   move   through   and  
inhabit.   Through   a   practice   of   film,   performance,   image   and   sculpture   they   create   new   
intersectional   narratives   and   objects   for   exhibition.     

  
Recent   projects   include   Ricochet   #14   a   solo   presentation   at   Museum   Villa   Stuck,   Munich   
(2021)   Two   External   Light   Sources   At   The   Same   Time    a   performance   and   exhibition   at   
TBG+S(2019)   The   Nomoli/Father   talk   as   part   of   Floating   an   exhibition   and   performance   
series   at   VERY   Project   Space,   Berlin   (2019)   and   The   Open   Object    a   solo   presentation   at   
Stanley   Picker   Gallery,   London(2018).   For   further   information   visit   www.alicerekab.com   

  
  
  

Barbara   Knezevic   



  
  

Barbara   Knezevic’s   work   is   primarily   object   based   and   sculptural   in   form,   appearing   as   
complex,   networked   aggregations   of   objects   and   digital   moving   images.   These   
formations   are   an   omnivorous   selection   of   things   acting   together   calling   to   mind   familiar   
stagings   of   objects;   film   sets,   photographic   shoots,   museum   displays,   retail   displays   and   
other   stagings   of   stuff   in   the   world.   These   formations,   or   concentrations   of   objects   and   
images   are   arranged   affectively   and   with   attention   to,   though   not   always   respecting   
museological   conventions   that   make   visible   the   hierarchies   of   value   in   material   culture.   Her   
practice   concerns   itself   with   the   volatile   material   and   interpretive   relationships   involved   in   
art-making,   the   nature   of   materials,   the   codes   of   display   and   exhibition,   and   the   ways   in   
which   artworks   are   represented,   archived,   stored,   traded   and   discussed.   The   artworks   and   
formations   of   artworks   describe   the   bodily,   affective,   peculiar   human   relationship   to   the   
things   around   us   that   is   often   typified   by   our   relationship   to   the   art-object;   our   treatment   of   
matter   or   ‘things’   as   agents,   commodities,   tools,   proxies,   artefacts,   aloof   matter   and   models   
for   representation.   

  
Recent   exhibitions   include   Immurement,   STATION   Gallery   Melbourne,   Oonagh   Young   Gallery,   
Dublin;   The   MAC,   Belfast;   Temple   Bar   Gallery   +   Studios,   Dublin;   EKKM,   Tallinn;   Gallery   
Augusta,   Helsinki;   Solstice   Arts   Centre,   Navan;   Tulca   Festival   of   Visual   Art,   Galway;   HIAP,  
Helsinki;   The   LAB,   Dublin   City   Council;   Project   Arts   Centre,   Dublin;   EVA   International,   
Limerick.   In   2020   she   will   present   a   major   solo   exhibition   at   the   Royal   Hibernian   Academy   in   
Dublin.   For   further   information   visit   www.barbaraknezevic.com.   

  
  



  
  


